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INTERPOLATORY TENSION SPLINES WITH AUTOMATIC
SELECTION OF TENSION FACTORS*

R. J. RENKA’]"

Abstract. A powerful and versatile method of shape-preserving interpolation is developed in terms of
piecewise exponential functions with a tension factor associated with each interval. Knots coincide with
data points, and the interpolant is formulated in terms of its values and first derivatives at these points. For
a given set of derivatives, this enables the efficient computation of the minimum tension factor for which
the interpolant satisfies locally defined properties such as monotonicity and convexity, as well as more
general bounds on function values and derivatives, in each interval. A local derivative-estimation procedure
results in a C interpolant satisfying the constraints with minimum tension, and an iterative procedure can
be used to obtain a C spline fit which satisfies the constraints. Test results are presented which show both
methods to produce visually pleasing interpolants to various data sets.
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1. Introduction. Given a strictly increasing sequence of abscissae xl < x2 <" < Xn
with associated data values {Yl, Y2,’", Y.}, the interpolation problem is to find a
function f: Ix1, x.] --> R such that

f(xi)=yi fori=l,...,n.

The data are assumed to be sufficiently accurate that interpolation is not inappropriate.
We shall use a Hermite formulation of the interpolant involving first derivatives at the
abscissae y[=f’(x) for i= 1,..., n, and consider both local derivative-estimation
procedures resulting in fs Cl[xl, x,,], and a global procedure forf C2[Xl, x,,].

The purpose of shape-preserving interpolation methods is twofold: to construct
a visually pleasing fit, free of extraneous inflection points, such as a draftsman might
produce, and to satisfy constraints inherent in the data such as positivity and monotonic-
ity as, for example, in the case of a probability density function.

In recent years several shape-preserving methods have been developed which
make use of piecewise cubic interpolants. Local methods, such as those of Akima [1 ]
and Fritsch and Carlson [6], are based on appropriate choice of derivatives at the
abscissae, while the cubic spline methods of de Boor [3] and Pruess [14] employ
additional knots between the abscissae. Although it often results in a satisfactory fit,
Akima’s method does not ensure that any data properties are preserved. The Fritsh-
Carlson method preserves monotonicity; de Boor’s method preserves convexity; and
Pruess’s method preserves both of these properties. McAllister and Roulier [11] and
Schumaker [16] have developed piecewise quadratic interpolation methods which
preserve both monotonicity and convexity by combining the techniques of choosing
derivatives appropriately and using additional knots.

A third method of preserving shape properties is provided by tension splines,
which can be made arbitrarily close to the piecewise linear interpolant while retaining
two continuous derivatives. This method offers more versatility than polynomial inter-
polants, at the cost of more expensive evaluation in intervals for which the tension
factor is nonzero.
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Tension splines with uniform tension were introduced by Schweikert [17] and
generalized by Sp/ith [18] to allow tension factors to vary with intervals. Cline [2] has
developed software for both interpolation and smoothing using splines with uniform
tension, and convergence rates and asymptotic behavior of interpolatory tension splines
with variable tension have been analyzed by Pruess [12]. Spith [18] describes an
iterative procedure for selecting tension factors to avoid extraneous inflection points,
and Lynch [9] provides methods and software for selecting a tension factor to satisfy
bounds on function values and derivatives, as well as preserving local convexity. The
latter method applies only to the case of uniform tension, however, and thus generally
results in far more tension than is necessary in some intervals.

Since continuity of second derivatives is not always necessary and C interpolants
often result in a more pleasing appearance, the method presented here generalizes
tension splines to piecewise exponential or cubic functions with C2 splines as an option
corresponding to appropriate choice of derivatives at the abscissae. This approach also
provides a basis for automatic selection of tension factors.

The interpolant is formulated in 2. Methods for selecting tension factors are
described in 3. Section 4 is addressed to numerically stable evaluation procedures.
Selection of nodal derivatives is discussed in 5. Test results are presented in 6.

2. Interpolant. The following is a generalized definition of a tension spline f.
Given tension factors trk -->_ 0 associated with intervals [Xk, Xk+] Of length hk Xk+l- Xk,

define

fe C’[x,, x,] and f’’-(cr/h)2f"=O in [x,, x,+,]

for k 1, , n- 1. This definition differs from those in the literature in two respects:
the continuity restriction on f has been relaxed, and trk has been scaled by 1/hk. This
normalization makes the interpolant independent of a scaling of the abscissae (as well
as the data values). Note that, on [Xk, Xk/], Crk =0 impliesf is cubic, and crk > 0 implies
(hk/trk)2f’--f is linear and f therefore approaches linear as crk increases.

In order to simplify the notation, we will restrict attention to the interval [x, x2]
and omit the subscripts on tr and h. The following notation will be used throughout
the remainder of this paper. Let y, Y2 and y, y denote the data values and derivatives,
respectively, associated with x, x2, and define

h=x2-xl, b=(x2-x)/h, s=(y2-Yl)/h, d,=s-y, d2=y-s.

A convenient set of basis functions for the interpolant may be obtained from the
following modified hyperbolic functions:

sinhm (z) sinh (z) z and coshm (z) cosh (z) 1.

Further, we define

E tr sinh (tr) 2 coshm (tr) coshm2 (tr) sinhm (tr) sinh (tr),

at tr* coshm (tr)d2- sinhm (tr)(dl + d2),

t2 r* sinh (tr)d2- coshm (o’)(d + d2).

Note that E > 0 for tr> 0. This is verified by differentiating E(tr) with respect to
tr: E’(tr) tr* cosh (tr)- sinh (tr) and E"(tr) tr* sinh (tr). Thus, E(0) E’(0) =0 and
E"(tr) > 0 for tr > 0. For x [xt, x2] and tr > 0, the interpolant and its derivatives are
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given by the expressions

f(x) y2-yhb+ h/(o’E)[a coshm (trb)- a2 sinhm (trb)],
f’(x)=y’2-(1/E)[o sinh (o’b)-a2 coshm (trb)],
f"(x) o’/(hE)[a cosh (trb)- a2 sinh (trb)].

It is a straightforward exercise to verify that f interpolates the specified values and
derivatives and satisfies the differential equation in the definition above. Continuity
off and f’ across interval boundaries follows from the interpolatory conditions.

For the case tr 0, expressions may be obtained from the standard Hermite cubic
interpolation formulas. Alternatively, we may compute limits of the above expressions
from the Taylor series expansions sinh(z)=z+z3/6+O(z5) and cosh(z)=
1 + z2/2+ z4/24+ O(z6). Thus, for x[x, x2], letting fo denote the interpolant with
o’--0r
fo(x) lim {y2-yhb + h a/o"3) coshm (trb / tr2- oz2/ tr2) sinhm (trb / o’3]/ E/ 0"4)}

o’.-->0

and

Y2- yhb + h[((2d2- d)/6)(b2/2) ((d2- d)/2)(b3/6)]/(1/12)
Y2- h[yb + (d- 2d2)b2 + (d2- d)b3]

f(x) y+ 2(d 2d2)b + 3(d2 dl)b2.
While a more standard approach to formulating the interpolant involves two local

coordinates, b and 1- b, the expressions chosen here are more convenient for the
analysis to follow.

3. Selection of tension factors. This section is addressed to methods for computing
the minimum tension necessary to satisfy a constraint in an interval for which data
values and derivatives are given at the endpoints. In the case of (72 interpolation,
tension factors can be chosen by alternating between computation of nodal derivatives
and the procedures discussed below. This is further discussed in 5. The three types
of constraints treated are (i) bounds on function values, (ii) bounds on first derivative
values, with monotonicity treated as a special case, and (iii) convexity (or concavity).
All bounds are taken to be strict.

For each type of constraint there are three possibilities:
(a) the constraint cannot be satisfied,
(b) the constraint is satisfied by the cubic (tr =0),
(c) tr > 0 is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the constraint.

The methods consist of testing for the three situations in the order specified, and
computing the minimum necessary tension factor in case (c).

We first consider conditions under which the constraint can be satisfied. The
following is a restatement of Theorem 3 from Pruess [12]"

lim f(x) by + (1 b)y2

uniformly in [x, x2], and
lim f’(x)- s and lim f"(x)= 0

uniformly in any proper closed subinterval of [x, x2]. Since f’(x) y and f’(x2) y,
f’ is not continuous in the limit. From the expressions

f"(x) tr/(hE)[tr coshm (tr)dl- sinhm (o’)(d / dE)],

f"(x2) tr/(hE)[tr coshm (tr)d2- sinhm (tr)(d / dE)],
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it can be shown that, excluding the case of fo linear (dl dE 0), the magnitudes of
f"(Xl) and f"(x2) increase without bound and have the signs of dl and dE, respectively,
for tr sufficiently large (tr2 coshm (tr)/(hE)c and tr. sinhm (tr)/(hE)(1/h) as
tr- c). Thus, letting/3 denote the bound defining a constraint, the constraint can be
satisfied if and only if/3 is a lower (upper) bound on the set Q where Q- {yl, Y2} for
a bound onf, Q {y, y, s} for a bound onf’, and Q {dl, d2} for a bound onf’(fl 0).

We next present theorems concerning the location of extrema of the Hermite cubic
interpolant fo and its first derivative. The condition required for convexity of fo is
treated in 3.3. The following notation will be used:

Then, for x [xl, x2],

To= 3s-y- y_,

Do T-YlY2 B-yAo C2o yAo,

Co To y 3s 2y y,

Bo To y 3s y 2y,

Ao -Bo- Co 3(y +y- 2s).

fo(x) Y2- h[yb + Bob2 + (Ao/3)b3],

f’o(X) y+ 2Bob + AobE,

fg(x) -(2/h)(Bo/ Aob),

f’’(x) EAo/ h2.

In the remainder of this section, f and its derivatives will be treated as functions of
the local variable b [0, 1]; i.e., f’o(b) denotes the derivative of fo with respect to x
evaluated at b (x2- x)/h.

The following theorem provides an algorithm for determining whether a bound
on f is satisfied by fo.

THEOREM 1. (a) Ify] >--0 and y <-_ 0, then the minimum offo occurs at an endpoint
of the interval. Ify <-0 and Y’2 >- 0, then the maximum offo occurs at an endpoint of the
interval.

(b) Either f, is identically zero or f6 has no zero in the open interval (0, 1) (and
thus both extrema offo occur at the endpoints of the interval) if and only ifyy. >-0 and
either Do < 0 or (y + y) To >= O.

(c) /fAo=0 and yy<O, the local extremum offo is fo(b*)=y2+hy2/(4Bo) at
b*=-y/(2Bo). If AoO, the local extrema, if they exist, are given by fo(b*)=
y2+ h(y’2Bo+ 2Dob*)/ (3Ao), where the local minimum corresponds to b*

Bo v/-ffoo)/Ao y/( Bo+ v/-ffoo), and the maximum occurs at b* (-Bo+vo)/Ao
y/(-Bo-x/o). (In the computationalprocedure, the expressionfor b* is chosen to avoid
cancellation error.)

Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact thatf is quadratic and therefore has at most
two zeros in the interval, and part (c) is readily verified from expressions for the zeros
of f and the sign of fg. To prove part (b), we first consider the case Ao 0. Since
y +y 2s, (y +y) To 252 -> 0, and it suffices to show that f6 has no zero in (0, 1),

__.S2or fo is constant, if and only if YY’2 > 0. If Bo 0, then fo is linear and yy2 >= O.
For Bo 0, f has a zero at b*=-y’2/(2Bo) and b* (0, 1) if and only if b*(1- b*)=
[-y/(2Bo)][y/(2Bo)] -yy’2/(4B) > 0. The result follows.
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For Ao#0, b*(0,1) if and only if Do=>0 and b*(1-b*)=(-Bo+/-x/-o)*
(ao+ Bo v/-ffoo)/Ao2 (-Bo +Vo)(-Co : v/-o)/a BoCo Do+ Bo Co)x/oo)/a
> 0. Thus, fo has a local extremum or inflection point in the open interval if and only
if Do -> 0 and BoCo- Do> -[Bo- Colx/-oo. Since Do < 0 implies yy= T- Do> 0, the
theorem is true in that case, and we may assume Do->0. Note that (BoCo-Do)2-
(Bo-Co)2Do=B2oCEo+D2o- (B2o+C2o)Do (Do+yAo)(Do+y’tAo) + DEo- (2Do+
y’EAo+yAo)Do yy2,o, and thus YY’2<O and only if (BoCo-Do)E<(Bo Co)2Do;
i.e., -IBo- Colv/-Do < BoCo- Do < IBo- ColVo. The theorem is therefore true foryy<
0, and it suffices to show that BoCo- Do> -IBo- Colx/-o if and only if (y +y) To < 0
where yy->O and Do-->0. If (y4-y)T<0, then BoCo-Do=(To-y)x
To-y)- T/yy 2yy-(y +y) To> 0 and hence BoCo- Do> -IBo- Colvo.

Conversely, suppose (yl /y) To-> 0. Note that

(y +y)2To- (2yy( -ly- y;lx/-D-o)

(y +y)2 To2_ 4y,2 .,2
y2 +4yYIY yl,/-o (y-y)2(T,- YlY2)

yy[2 T2o 4yy+41y yl,/o+ 2 To2+ (y y)2]

yy[4Do+41y yl,/o+ (y y;)] _-> o.

Hence, 2yy -lyi y’21x/--o <-- (yi + y.) To, and thus BoCo Do 2yy (y +y) To <--
lyl y14-o IBo- Col4-ffoo. Also, if yy 0, then BoCo- Do -(y +y) To
IBo- Colx/-ffoo 0 since -(y +y)To-<0 and IBo- Colx/-D-o-> 0. If yy.> 0 then, from the
previous paragraph, (BoCo- Do)2> (Bo- Co)2Do, and thus BoCo- Do < -IBo- Colx/-ffoo
since BoCo- Do <= IBo- Colx/-o. In either case, we have BoCo- Do <= -IBo- Colx/-D-o,
and that concludes the proof.

The following theorem is similar to the lemmas proved by Fritsch and Carlson
[6], but provides for a more convenient computational procedure to ascertain the
monotonicity of fo.

THEOREM 2. (a) f has a local minimum (Ao> 0) or maximum (Ao < O) given by
f(b*) Do/Ao at b* Bo/Ao (0, 1 if and only if BoCo> O.

(b) BoCo> 0 ifand only ifAoBo < 0 andAoCo < 0 (and thus BoCo> 0 implies Ao 0).
(c) If the data is nondecreasing (y, y, and s nonnegative and s 0 :=> y y 0),..

then b* (0, 1) and f(b*)< 0 (the cubic interpolant is not monotone) if and only if
Do > 0 and To < O.

(d) If the data is nonincreasing, then b* (0, 1) andf’o(b*) > 0 ifand only ifDo> 0
and To> O.

Proof. (a) For Ao O, fg(b*)=0, fg’ has the sign of Ao, and, since b*(1- b*)=
BoCo/A, b* (0, 1) if and only if BoCo > 0. (Alternatively, fg(O)fg(1) < 0 if and only
if BoCo> 0.)

(b) BoCo (-Ao- Co)Co -AoCo- C2o Bo(-Ao- Bo) -AoBo- B2o > 0
AoBo < -B2o and AoCo < -C2o => AoBo < 0 and AoCo < 0. Conversely, AoBo and AoCo
both negative imply Ao 0 and Bo and Co both have the sign opposite that of Ao.

(c) Suppose f(b*)=-Do/Ao<O for b*(0, 1). Then, since y->0 and y>-0,
f’o(b*) is a local minimum and hence Ao>0, Do>0, Bo<0, and Co<0 from results
(a) and (b). Also, Bo< 0 => To<y, Co<0=> To< y, and Do>0=> T> yly. It follows
that To<0. Conversely, suppose Do>0 and To<0. Then, since s>=O, y+y’2> 3s>=2s
and thus Ao>0. Also, Bo=To-Y’2<O and Co To-y<0. Hence b’e(0,1) and
f(b*) -Do/Ao<O.

(d) The proof of the last result is analogous to the proof of part (c).
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We now consider the case tr>0. In addition to the quantities al, O2, and E
introduced in 2, we define the following functions of tr:

A- o2- ix1, C o2-- o1,

B Ey’E- a2, D BE- AC.
It should be noted that the computation ofthese expressions must be carefully arranged
in order to avoid cancellation error and overflow. Thus, as in the evaluation expressions
described in 4, al, a2, and E (and hence the variables above) are scaled by 2e
when tr is large. Note that the expressions derived below involve ratios of these
quantities and are thus independent ofthe scaling. Also, cancellation error is eliminated
in the evaluation of A so that A is generally nonzero even when c1 and O2 are
computationally identical.

3.1. Bound on f. We first treat the case of a bound/3 on f and assume that tr > 0
is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the constraint. It follows that the relevant extremum
of fo occurs in the open interval. Since

2E ebf’(x) 2E eby 2 e’b[t sinh (trb)- t2 cosh (trb)+ t2]

2 e’bB -1- A e2’b -1- C,

the zeros of f’, provided they exist, are defined by

exp (trb*) (-B v/- /A C/(-B :4-
[C/(-2B)

and, for b* (0, 1), the local extrema of f are given by

Also,

if A0 and D>_-0,
if A=0 and B0,

Y2- h/(trE)[trb*B +/-v/-+

for

f"(b*)=tr/(hE)[al cosh (trb*)-a2 sinh (o-b*)]

tr/(hE)[-(A/2) exp (trb*)+(C/2) exp (-trb*)]

-tr/(hE)(+x/-) if A 0 and D _-> 0,
-tr/(hE)B if A-0 and B0.

Define SGN--1 if/3 is a lower bound, and SGN 1 if/3 is an upper bound.
Then, the relevant extremum corresponds to SGN.f"(b*)<O, and for D>0, the
appropriate value of exp (trb*) may be computed without cancellation error as

T/A if SGN . B<OandAO,R=
C/T ifSGN,B>=0orA=0,

T B sign (B)x/- where sign (B) is arbitrary if B 0.

Note that, since D > 0, A and B are not both zero and T # 0. Also, if A 0, then
SGN sign (B) and sign (B)x/ B. For R (1, e), the corresponding extremum is

f(b*) Y2-h/(o-E)[B In (R)+ SGN x/-+ a],

and, if D <= 0 or R (1, e), the extremum occurs at an endpoint of the interval.

f(b*) y2-Y’Ehb* + h/(trE)[-(A/2) exp (trb*)+ C/2) exp (-trb*)- a + trb*

Y2- h(trE)[o’b*(Ey’2- a2) + (-B + x/-)/2 -(-B : vc-)/2 + c1]
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Let tr denote the largest value of tr for which D > 0 and R e (1, e), and define

g(o’)
SGN [fl-f(b*)] if 0-<_ o-N o-,
gmax if tr > tr,

where

min (Yl, Y2) fl if SGN 1,
gmax

fl_ max (Yl, Y2) if SGN 1.

Then g(tr) is a continuous function which satisfies g(0)< 0, by the assumption that
nonzero tension is necessary to satisfy the constraint, and g(trc) > 0 by the assumption
that the constraint can be satisfied. The first occurrence of a zero r* (0, tr) is the
minimum tension required to satisfy the constraint. Intuition backed by numerical
evidence indicates that g is strictly increasing on [0, tr], and thus has only one zero.
A straightforward approach to proving this statement is extremely tedious and, since
no alternative approach has been found, it remains an open question. Unless g can
be shown to be monotonic, the method described below must be modified to ensure
that the smallest zero is located.

A procedure found to be effective for computing the zero of g combines the secant
and false position methods. Initial estimates are taken to be tr 0 and tr sufficiently
large that g(o-)> 0. These define an interval I containing tr*. At each iteration, the
new estimate is obtained by linear interpolation applied to either the two previous
estimates or the endpoints of I, and the bracketing interval I is updated. The two
previous estimates are used ifand only ifthe new estimate is contained in L Convergence
is defined by a bound on either Ig()l or the relative change in tr. In a large number
of tests conducted on a DEC PDP-10 with a tolerance of 100e, for machine precision
e (approximately 10-s), convergence was found to require three to eight evaluations
of g.

3.2. Bound onf’. We next consider a bound/3 onf’ and again assume that nonzero
tension is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the bound. For tr > 0,

f’(b) y_-(1/E)[al sinh (trb)- a2 coshm (trb)],

f"(b) tr/(hE)[al cosh (trb)- a2 sinh (trb)],

f’"(b) =-tr2/(hEE)[al sinh (trb)-a2 cosh (o’b)].

In order to locate the extrema of f’, define

y [(hE/tr)f"(0) (hE/o’)f"( 1)]

al[al cosh (tr)-a2 sinh (o-)]

al[o" * coshm (o’)d- sinhm (o-)(dl + d2)].

Then, since f" is continuous and has at most one zero in the closed interval, f’ has an
extremum at b* (0, 1) if and only if f" changes sign; i.e., if and only if y < O. In this
case, it is easily verified that AC > 0 and the extremum is defined by

exp (trb*) x/C/A.
Thus, for y < O,

f’(b*) -(1/E)[aE-Y’2E-(A/2) exp (trb*)-(C/2) exp (-trb*)]

(1/E)[B +sign (A)/2+sign (C)/AC/2]
(1/E)[B +sign (A)/AC],
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and

f"(b*) cr2/(hEE)[sign (A)].
As in the previous subsection, we define

SGN[fl-(B-SGNx/AC)/E] if y<0,
g(tr)=

SGN (-s) if y->0,

where SGN -sign (A). Note that SGN -1 if/3 is a lower bound. By the assumption
that tr > 0 is necessary and sufficient to satisfy the bound, the minimum value off (for
sufficiently small tension) must occur in the open interval. Since f’ can have only one
local extremum, f’"(b*)> 0 and A>0. Similarly, SGN 1 if/3 is an upper bound.
Note also that g(0)<0 and SGN (fl-s)>0 by assumption. An initial estimate is
obtained by analyzing f’(b*) for large tr. If 2tr is insignificant relative to e, then the
(modified) hyperbolic functions are computationally identical to e/2, al and a2 are
approximately equal to (e/2)(trd2-d-d2), and E is approximately (tr-2)e/2.
Thus, as tr increases, f’(b*) approaches y-(crd2- d d2)/(cr- 2)
(crs-y-y)/(cr-2). (Note that this expression has limit s, as expected.) Let (cr)=
SGN[fl-(crs-y-y’2)/(cr-2)]. Then it can be shown that, for or>2, (cr)<g(cr)
and thus g(cr) > 0 for or= (2/3 -y-y)/(fl s) 2-Ao/(3(fl s))--the zero of . This
value provides the right end of the bracketing interval for the zero-finding method,
and is in fact the zero of g if it is sufficiently large. Convergence required at most
seven function evaluations in our tests.

3.3. Convexity.
THEOREM 3. Ifdd2> O, thenf is convex (concavefor d < 0 and d2 < O) ifand only

if g(or) > 0 where

cr, coshm (cr)/sinhm (or)-1-max {d/d2, d2/d} if or>O,g(tr)
[2 max (dl/d2, d2/dl} /fcr 0.

(Note that cr coshm (cr)/sinhm (or) has limit 3 as cr approaches zero.) Furthermore, g
is strictly increasing and therefore positive for cr sufficiently large.

Proof. Suppose f’" has a zero at b* (0, 1). Then AC<0, exp(crb*)=x/LC/A,
f"(b*) -cr/(hE)[sign (A)x/-AC], and f"(b*) has the same sign as f"(b*). Thus, the
minimum off" over b [0, 1] is positive for A < 0 and the maximum of f" is negative
for A > 0; i.e., f is convex. It is therefore sufficient to show that g(cr) > 0 if and only
if the endpoint values of f" have the same sign.

Suppose d and dE are positive. For cr 0, the values of f" at the endpoints are
positive if and only if Bo < 0 and Co> 0, or equivalently, dl < 2d2 and dE < 2dl. For
tr>0, f"(O)=cral/(hE)>O if and only if tr* coshm (cr)/sinhm (cr)>(dl+dE)/d2
1 + d/d2, and f"(1) cr/(hE)[cr * coshm (cr)d- sinhm (tr)(d + d2)]> 0 if and only if
tr* coshm (cr)/sinhm (or)> l+dE/d. Similarly, if dl and dE are negative, then the
endpoint values of f" are negative if and only if g(cr)> 0.

The derivative of g is given by

g’(tr) {sinhm (cr)[cr sinh (or) + coshm (or)] tr coshm2 (tr)}/sinhm2 (or)

-[coshm (tr)sinhm (or)- crE]/sinhm2 (or).

Thus

sinhm2 (cr)g’(tr) cosh (or) sinh (tr) + cr coshm (tr) -sinh (or) tr
2 sinh (or)

=.5 * sinh (2or)+ tr. coshm (or) sinh (tr) cr2 * sinh (tr)
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(trk/k!)[2k-l-k(k-2)-l]>O,
k=3
k odd

and g is therefore strictly increasing.
In order to find the minimum tension required for convexity when g(0)<0,

Newton’s method is used to compute the zero of g. An expression for g’(tr) is contained
in the proof above and, omitting the details,

g"(r) [r coshm (tr)/sinhm (tr)- 1]

x [ tr sinhm (t) 4 coshm (r) + 2r2]/sinhm2 (r).

Taking limits as cr approaches zero, we have g’(0)= 0 and g"(0)= .2. Thus, an initial
estimate is obtained from the quadratic approximation

g(0) + trg’(0)+ tr2g"(0)/2 0 =:> tr x/-2g(O)/g"(O) /- 10g(0).

Convergence to six or more decimal places required only one to three iterations
in all cases tested.

4. Evaluation expressions. This section is addressed to numerically stable
expressions for evaluating the interpolant, its derivatives, and its integral over an
arbitrary domain. As noted in the previous section, similar expressions must be used
in the computation of tension factors. A straightforward computation of the modified
hyperbolic functions sinhm (z) and coshm (z) is subject to failure both in the case of
small z, due to cancellation error, and with large values of z, due to overflow.
Cancellation error occurs because sinh (z) approaches z and cosh (z) approaches 1 as
z approaches 0, and overflow results from computing e when z is large. With the
exception of the recent work of Rentrop 15], these problems have not been adequately
treated in the literature. Rentrop’s algorithm is not directly applicable to our formulation
of the interpolant, but we make use of its essential features--polynomial approxima-
tions for a small tension factor or, and scaling by e for large or. It is assumed that
underflow results in assignment of the value zero.

Following Rentrop, sinhm (z) and coshm (z), 0<=z<=.5, are computed from the
approximation

where

sinh z) zP( z2)

P(z) 1 + ClZ -[- c2Z2 -[- c3Z3 -[- c4Z4

for coefficients to be defined below. Then, for 0-_< z =< .5 and

Q(z) (P(z)- 1)/z Cl + c2z + c3z2 + c4g3,

sinhm (z) sinh (z) z zP(z2) z z3 Q(z2)
and

coshm (z) 2 sinh2 (z/2) (z2/2)P(z2/4)2.

In order to avoid cancellation error in the evaluation of integrals, we require an accurate
approximation to the additional function

coshmm (z) coshm (z)- z2/2.
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Letting w= z2/4, 0--<2<--.5, we have

coshmm (z)- 2w[P(w)2-1]
2w[(wQ(w)+ 1)2-1]
2w2Q(w)[wQ(w) + 2].

Rentrop defines P(z) in terms of truncated coefficients from the formula SINH
1984 from Hart et al. [7]. This is the best fourth degree polynomial approximation to
sinh (z) on [0,.5] but is not optimal for the modified hyperbolic functions. We
determined optimal coefficients by fitting zaQ(z2) to sinhm (z) on a set of 10,000
equally spaced points in [0, .5] in the uniform norm. Accurate values of sinhm (z)
were obtained from the sixth degree polynomial approximation SINH 1986 from Hart
et al. The results are as follows:

Cl =.1666666666659 E0, c3 =.19841 07350948 E-3,

c2=.83333 33431 546 E-2, c4=.27682 86868 175 E-5.

Using these coefficients, the maximum relative errors in coshm (z), sinhm (z), and
coshmm (z) were found to be approximately 6.47E-14, 4.60E-12, and 4.62E-12,
respectively, on a machine with sufficient word length. Using SINH 1984 with constant
term Co 1, the maximum errors were found to be 1.88E- 13, 5.68E- 11, and 5.68E- 11,
respectively. Note that Co 1 is necessary in order that the relative errors in sinhm (z)
and coshmm (z) are bounded for z 0.

In the remainder of this section, we list evaluation expressions chosen for computa-
tional efficiency within the constraint of numerical stability. For a large number of
evaluation points, efficiency can be increased by a pre-evaluation phase in which
various quantities which are independent of the evaluation point are computed and
stored in arrays. It should be noted that in many applications the evaluation time is
dominated by the time required to locate the interval containing the evaluation point.
For x [xj, Xk], k >j, an estimate of such that x [xi, xi+l] can be obtained by fitting
a linear function to the points (xj,j) and (Xk, k). This provides the basis for an efficient
search technique which is particularly effective when the mesh spacing is close to
uniform.

We restrict attention to the interval Ix1, x2] and define

yl f(xl), y2=f(x2), y f’(x), y=f’(x2), h x2- x,

s=(y2-y)/h, d s y, d2 y- s, u x2- x, bl u/ h,

u2=x-x and b2=u2/h.
1. For tr 0,

f(x) y, + u2{y + b2[dl + bl(dl- d2)]},

f’(x) Yl + b2[d + d2-3b,(d2-d)],

f"(x) [d + d2+ 3(b2- b)(d2- dl)]/h,

’f(t) dt u2(y + (u2/12){6y + b214d + (4 3b2)(d1 d2)]}),

dt ul(Y2- (Ul/12){6y- bl[4d2+ (3bl- 4)(d- d2)]}),

:2f(t) dt= (h/12)[6(y +Y2)- h(d + d2)].
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2. For 0 < tr _-< .5, define

SlNH sinh (tr), CM coshm (tr), SM sinhm (tr), CMM coshmm (tr),

COSHE cosh (trb_), SlNHE sinh (trbE), CME coshm (trb),

SME sinhm (trbE), CMME coshmm (trbE), SM1 sinhm (trbl),

CMM1 coshmm (trbl) and E CME- SM SlNH.

Then

f(x) Yl + yu2+ h[(CM SM2- SM CM2)(dl + d2)
+tr(CM CM2-SINH SM2)dl]/(trE),

f’(x)= y +[(CM CM2-SM * SINH)(a, + a)
+ tr(CM SINH2-$INH CM2)dl]/E,

f"(x) tr[(CM SINH2-SM COSH2)(dl + d2)

+ tr(CM COSH2- SINH SINH2)dl]/(hE),

f(t) dt= h2[(CM * CMM2-SM * SM2)(dl + d2)u2(Yl + ylu2/2)+

+tr(CM SM2-SINH CMM2)dl]/(cr2E),

’2f(t) dr= h2[(CM * CMM1-SM * SM)(d + d)ul(Y2-YUl/2)+

+ tr(CM SM1- SINH CMM1)dE]/(trEE),

:2f(t) (h/2)[yl Y2- hE(dldt + + dE / trECM

3. For tr > .5, define

el exp (-trbl), e2 exp (-trb2), e ele2 e-,
a-l-e and E’=a[tr(l+e)-2a]=2e-E.

Then

f(x) Yl + SUE+ h{a(1 + e-el- eE)(dl + dE)
/ tr([ e2 / e( el 2) bl aE]dl / [ el + e( e2 2) bEaE]d2)}/(trE’),

f’(x) s + (a[(e2- el)(dl + d2)+ a(dl- d2)]+ tr[(ele e2)dl + (el- e2e)d2]}/E’,

J"(x) cr{tr[(e e + e)d + (e + e:e)d:]- a(e + e2)(d + d2)}/ hE’),

’f(t) u2(yl + yu2/2)dr=

+ hE{tra[(1 + e)(trEb/2 + 1) el- e2- trbEa]dl
(a[a(trEb/2 + 1) e2 + el (1 + e)trb2]

+ tr[e2e el + 2trb2e])(dl + d2)}/(tr2E’),

fx:f( t) at= h2ul(Y2- Y2Ul/2) +

{tra[(1 + e)(cr2b2/2 + 1) e e2- rba]d:

-(a[a(tr2b2/2 + 1)- el + e2-(1 + e)trbl]
+ r[ee- e2+ 2trble])(dl + dE)}/(trEE’),

:2f(t) dt=(h/2){yl + yE-(h/trE)[tr(1 e)/a-E](dl+ + dE)}.
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Tests were conducted which demonstrated the above expressions to have smooth
transitions (continuity with respect to o-) at tr 0, tr .5, and tr tr where exp (-trc)
is equal to the machine precision (the floating point values of 1 e and 1 + e are unity
for r > r).

5. Nodal derivatives. This section is addressed to both local derivative-estimation
procedures for a C interpolant, and a global procedure in which the nodal derivatives
y are chosen to result in second-derivative continuity with some choice of end
conditions. The Ca interpolation method has an advantage in terms of accuracy and
the additional smoothness, which may be necessary in some applications, but is less
efficient in both the preprocessing and evaluation phases. In the preprocessing phase,
a linear system must be solved for the derivatives; and when constraints are to be
satisfied, an iteration must be placed around the computation of derivatives and tension
factors. Also, this process must be repeated if an additional data point is added to the
system, whereas local methods, in which y depends only on a few nearby data points,
allow for efficient updating of the data set. When constraints are imposed, the Ca

interpolant generally has nonzero tension factors in most of the intervals, whereas the
C method, with appropriate choice of derivatives, results in relatively few nonzero
tension factors, and is therefore more efficient in the evaluation phase.

5.1. Local derivative estimates. A number of local methods have been developed
for choosing nodal derivatives for the Hermite cubic interpolant, and these apply
equally well in the more general situation treated here. The fourth-order finite difference
method of Hyman [8] and the weighted least squares cubic fitting method of Ellis and
McLain [4] are designed for accuracy, while the methods of Akima [1], Fritsch and
Carlson [6], Fritsch and Butland [5], and the filtering methods of Hyman [8] are
designed to preserve shape properties of the data.

Five methods were compared using the data sets listed in 6 and tension factors
chosen to preserve local convexity and monotonicity. On the basis of appearance of
the interpolant, the shape-preserving methods of Akima, Fritsch and Butland, and
Hyman were found to be comparable to each other and superior to McLain’s method
and the parabolic interpolation method. We therefore conclude that tension cannot
overcome the defects of a method which is not designed to preserve shape properties,
but any shape-preserving method for Hermite cubic interpolation provides an adequate
means of selecting derivatives for C tension splines.

On the basis of its simplicity and efficiency, we chose Hyman’s monotonicity-
constrained parabolic method as our primary derivative-estimation procedure. The
derivative at x is initialized to the derivative of the quadratic interpolant defined by
three data points; i.e.,

(s + h(sx- s2)/(h -I- h2) if i= 1,
y (h,_ s, + h,s,_)/(h,_ + hi) if 2 -<_ <= n 1,

(s,,_+h,_(s,,_-s,,_2)/(h,,_2+h,_) if i=n,

where h=xi/l-xi and s=(y/-y)/hi. This value is then constrained by

min {max {0, y}, 3 min {Is,-,I, if SGN > O,Y max {min {0, y}, -3 min Is, if SGN < O,
where SGN sign (si_)if IS,-ll > I ,1, and SGN sign (s,)otherwise. This is the method
used to generate test results presented in 6.

5.2. Global derivative estimates. For given tension factors, the equations for
second-derivative continuity are obtained by equating the expression for f" at the right
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end of the interval [xi-1, xi] with the expression for f’ at the left end of [xi, Xi+l]
2, , n 1. The notation must be modified with the addition of subscripts denoting

the left end of an interval; i.e., hi=Xi+l-Xi, si=(yi+-yi)/hi, tri is associated with
[x, xi+], and E= E(tr). We obtain the following n-2 equations"

tr,_/(h,_E,_l)[tr,_l coshm (tr_l)(y-S,_l)- sinhm (tri_)(y-y_l)]

tr,/(h,E,)[tr, coshm (cr,)(s,- y)- sinhm (tr,)(y+- y)];

or equivalently,

[gE(tr,_) gl(tr,_)]y_ + [gl(tr_l) + gl(tr,)]y + [gE(tri) g(tr,)]y+l

gE(o’i_)Si_l + gE(tri)si for 2,. ., n 1

where

and

cr/(hE)[tr * coshm (or) sinhm (tr)]
g(tr)

4/h

[cr2 coshm (or)/(hE)
g2(cr)

l. 6/ h

if cr > 0,
if or=0,

if cr > 0,
if or=0.

(The internal with which tr is associated has width h.)
The two additional equations required for a unique solution can be obtained by

specifying first or second derivatives at the endpoints. In the latter case, we obtain

g(o’l)y +[g2(oh)-gl(oh)]y. g2(oh)s- y’

and

[gE(tr._l)- gl(tr,,_l)]y’._ + g(o’,,_)y’,, gE(tr.-1)sn-1 + y’.’

where y’ and y’.’ are the specified values. In either case, the linear system is symmetric
and tridiagonal. In the case of natural boundary conditions, f"(x)=f"(x.)=0, the
nodal derivatives are the unique solution to the problem of minimizing the functional

n--1 f xi+
Q(y’) f"(x)2 dx + E (,/h,)2 f’(x)2 dx.

i=1

If a pair of parameterized tension splines are to be used to fit a curve through a
sequence of points in the plane, then, in the case of a closed curve, each spline must
satisfy periodic end conditions. This is achieved by extending f to the appropriate
value of Xn+ > X such that f(Xn+l) Yl, f(Xn+l) Y, and f’(x.+) -’JV’(Xl). The corre-
sponding equations, for h.=x.+-x., s.=(yl-y.)/h., and trn associated with
[x., x.+] are

[g2(tr.)- gl(tr.)]y’. + [gl(o’.)+ g,(o’l)]y + [g2(1)- gl(tr,)]y(, g2(o’.)s. + gz(o’l)S,

and

[g2(cr,,_,) g, (o’,,_,)]y’,,_ + [gl(o’,,_,) + gl(tr,,)]Y’,, + [g2(o’,,) gl(o’,,)]y

g2(tr._)s._, + g2(tr.)s,,.

In this case the matrix has additional nonzero entries in the upper right and lower left
corners.
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Regardless of the choice of end conditions, the system is strictly diagonally
dominant since

2gl (tr) g2(tr) tr/(hE)[tr coshm (or) 2 sinhm (tr) > 0,

and thus gl(cr)> g2(tr)-g(tr). Also, since the diagonal elements are positive, the
system is positive definite and hence requires no pivoting for a stable solution. The
work space required by the solution method is a single array of length n- 1, or two
such arrays in the case of periodic end conditions.

It may be of interest to note the effect of infinite tension on the choice of derivatives.
For large tr, approximate values ofg and g2 are tr(tr- 1)/(h(tr- 2)) and o’2/(h(tr- 2)),
respectively. Thus both gl and g2 approach tr/h, and as tri_ and tri approach infinity,
y approaches (hi_isi + hisi_)/(hi_ + hi) for 2-< i-< n- 1. This is the parabolic interpola-
tion method.

We now consider the problem of choosing minimum tension factors required to
satisfy constraints associated with the intervals when a C2 interpolant is desired. In
this case, the equations for tension factors cannot be separated, and a system of 2n- 1
nonlinear equations must be solved for the n nodal derivatives and n 1 tension factors.
Newton’s method might be a viable approach but would probably require finite
difference approximations to Jacobian entries since the partial derivatives with respect
to tension factors are extremely complex and difficult to formulate without cancellation
error--particularly in the case of bounds on function values. Even in the case of a
single uniform tension factor, a method of this type is quite cumbersome [9].

As an alternative we used a simple iterative procedure which, beginning with zero
tension factors, alternates between solving the linear system for nodal derivatives and
applying the methods of 3 to choose optimal tension factors for the given derivative
estimates. By updating a tension factor only if it increased from the previous iteration,
and placing an upper bound (100) on tension factors, convergence is ensured (although
not necessarily within an acceptable number of iterations) and the constraints are
satisfied, but with more tension than necessary in some cases. This method has the
advantages that no additional code is required for its implementation, it takes full
advantage of the sparsity and linearity in the problem, and it provides for flexibility
in choosing a balance between constraints and smoothness of the interpolant. The
iterative procedure can be terminated at any point with either the constraints or
second-derivative continuity satisfied, depending upon which step was last executed.
Test results are presented in the next section.

6. Test results. This section presents plots of both the C and C2 interpolants on
each of six data sets with tension factors chosen to preserve local convexity and
monotonicity (see Figs. 1-12). All computing was performed on the DEC PDP-10
system at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and the DISSPLA graphics package was
used to produce the plots. Data points, nodal derivatives, and tension factors are listed
in Tables 1-6. Since convexity of the interpolant implies monotonicity, tension factors
were chosen for convexity except where monotonicity can be satisfied and convexity
cannot. This occurs only in the second to last interval of data set 1. The endpoint
derivatives y and y’ of the C interpolant were used as boundary values for the C2

method.
Table 7 lists the numbers of iterations used to generate the C2 interpolants, along

with the number of data points and the origin of each data set. Each iteration consists
of computing both tension factors and derivatives, and the number of iterations was
limited to 30. For data sets 1, 2, 4, and 5, this was sufficient for convergence--the last
iteration resulted in no change in the tension factors. For data sets 3 and 6, the total
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88.75

64.00

55.75

Y

47.50

39.25

31.00

22.75

6.25
0.0 3’.0 4w.5 6’.0 715 9’.0 ld.5

X

FIG. 1. C interpolant for data set 1.
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FIG. 2. C interpolant for data set 1.
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7.990 9.91 10.’392 11.’593 12.’94 13.95 15.’196 16.’397 17.’598 18.’799 20.000

FIG. 3. C interpolant for data set 2.
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FIG. 4. C interpolant for data set 2.
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FIG. 5. C interpolant for data set 3.
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FIG. 6. C interpolant for data set 3.
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FIG. 7. C interpolant for data set 4.
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FIG. 8. C interpolant for data set 4.
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1.8 21.2 2.6 3w.0 314 3.8
X

FIG. 9. C interpolant for data set 5.
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Y
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FIG. 10. C interpolant for data set 5.
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FIG. 11. C interpolant for data set 6.
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FIG. 12. C interpolant for data set 6.
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TABLE
Data set 1.

C Interpolant C Interpolant
y y’ tr y’ tr

0.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
6.0
8.0
9.0
11.0
12.0
14.0
15.0

10.0
10.
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.5
15.0
50.0
60.0
85.0

0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0

.1083333E+ .4457221

.6750000E+ 0.0

.1500000E+ 2 0.0

.1500000E/ 2 0.0

.3166667E+ 2

E+I

0.0
.1570498E- 9

-.2332190E-7
.6926291E- 5

-.1028543E- 2
.3054633E0
.5163587E0
.1755330E/2

.2419420E/ 2

.1176266E/ 2

.3166667E+ 2

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0

.7836898E+ 2

.1085806E+ 2
0.0

.6168116E+
0.0

TABLE 2
Data set 2.

C Interpolant C Interpolant
y y’ tr y’ tr

7.99 0.0 0.0 .4882813E- 3 0.0 100.0
8.09 .276429E-4 .8292868E- 3 0.0 .2187491E0 100.0
8.19 .437498E- .4058651E0 0.0 .4374670E0 0.0
8.70 .169183E0 .4249739E0 0.0 .3681239E0 .1931883E+
9.20 .469428E0 .5975669E0 100.0 .6985542E0 .2876000E+
10.00 .943740E0 .8234400E- .9915005E0 .2962585E0 .1094519E+ 2
12.00 .998636E0 .1282997E- 2 .1538315E+ .4292283E- 3 100.0
15.00 .999919E0 .4500300E-4 .4882813E 3 .2729635E- 3 100.0
20.00 .999994E0 0.0 0.0

TABLE 3
Data set 3.

C Interpolant C Interpolant
y y’ r y’ tr

0.0
1.0
1.5
2.5
4.0
45
5.5
6.0
8.0

10.0

10.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
8.0 -.4666667E+ 0.0 -.5695050E/ 0.0
5.0 -.3000000E+ .8473443E+ -.3914849E+ .4883898E+
4.0 -.7333333E0 .4640847E+ -.3066378E0 .2007099E0
3.5 -.2333333E0 .2500000E/ 2 -.3792315E0 .1300812E+ 2
3.4 .6000000E0 0.0 .1989169E+ 100.0
6.0 .2333333E+ .7312812E+ .2602246E+ 0.0
7.1 .1350000E+ .9991768E/ .1494606E+ .6547370E+
8.0 .3500000E0 0.0 .2624173E0 .1051179E+ 2
8.5 .1500000E0 .1500000E0
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TABLE 4
Data set 4.

C1 Interpolant C Interpolant
y y’ tr y’ tr

-2.0
-1.0
-0.3
-0.2

0.500
1.0000

11.1111
25.0000

0.0
.2250000E/
.4333333E+2
1544444E/ 3

0.0
.1930536E/
.7068929E/

0.0
.8150119E0
.1050236E+ 3
.1544444E+ 3

.1293490E/ 2

.7596293E+

.1343148E/

TABLE 5
Data set 5.

C Interpolant
y’ tr

C Interpolant
y’ tr

1.0 2.0 -1.0 0.0
2.0 1.0 1.0 100.0
3.0 0.0 0.0 100.0
4.0 1.0 1.0 0.0
5.0 2.0 1.0

-1.000000 100.0
1.005051 100.0
0.0 100.0

1.005051 100.0
1.000000

TABLE 6
Data set 6.

C Interpolant
y’ tr

C Interpolant
y’ tr

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1 5.0 150.0 0.0
0.2 33.5 15.0 0.0
0.3 33.0 -15.0 0.0
0.4 16.5 -15.0 .4882813E-3
0.5 16.0 0.0 0.0
0.6 16.0 0.0 0.0
0.7 16.0 0.0 0.0
0.8 16.0 0.0 0.0
0.9 6.0 -80.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 -40.0

0.0
.1778152E+3
.2063615E+ 3

-.1632611E/3

1310362E/ 3
.1592003E- 2

-.2134268E- 2
.1940007E0

-.3535074E+ 2
-.9904715E/ 2
-.4000000E/ 2

.3271173E/
0.0
0.0
100.0

.2619704E/ 2

.7843300E/

.8390489E+ 2
100.0

.5418210E+ 2

.7815939E0

TABLE 7
Data sets.

Data set Source
No. iterations
for C method

11
9
10
4
5

11

Akima (third set)
Fritsch and Carlson (RPN 14) [6]
Spith 18]
McAllister, Passow and Roulier (1/x2) [10]
Renka
Pruess 13]

8
19
30
16
5

30
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number of iterations required for convergence was 204 and 59, respectively. However,
the additional iterations resulted in no discernible change in the plots, and thus, while
convergence can be very slow, the slowness occurs only where there is little to be
gained. Data set 5 was chosen to demonstrate that a first-derivative discontinuity can
be simulated with large tension factors.

7. Conclusion. We have described an interpolation method which provides for
automatically satisfying general bounds on function and derivative values, as well as
preserving shape properties ofthe data. The method has been implemented in a software
package written in a portable subset of 1966 ANSI Standard FORTRAN and available
from the author. A primary characteristic of this package is the versatility derived from
variable tension factors. Options range from highly efficient piecewise cubic interpola-
tion to C2 splines with user-specified and/or automatically computed tension factors.
Work is under way on extending the methods and software to more general problems
such as fitting a surface to points arbitrarily distributed in a two-dimensional domain.

Acknowledgments. The author is grateful for the thorough examination and dis-
covery of several errors by the referees.
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